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TALK TO THE
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TECHNICAL ADVICE FOR
INDEPENDENT GARAGES
HELP IS JUST
A PHONE CALL AWAY
The guys on the Autobiz Technical Helpline,
especially Tim, are very knowledgeable and can
usually provide a different direction / approach
pattern for my technicians to solve most technical
problems. If they don’t know an answer straight
away, Tim will find out and will call you back very
quickly.
The Helpline saves me time on complex jobs, and
ultimately means I can find the answers for more
complex jobs and boost my business. I never turn
a customer away and, more importantly, I can
resolve even the most complicated issues in
relatively good time. We pride ourselves on never
saying no to a complex technical issue.

TALK TO THE
PROFESSIONALS

Peter Kennedy
Protecting a new compressor from the debris of the
failed one
Kennedy’s Garage
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of this component. It was proven to
recent helpline call was about an issue CA knowledge 0
05-950
with a poor performing air conditioning01-9 be stuck in the fully open state, so a new valve
was fitted. And the system was vacuumed out
system on a Nissan Note. The technician had
www.autobiz.ie/technical-helpline
and refrigerant added.
performed a basic refrigerant service, but the
On starting the system, the pressure now
system was still not cooling efficiently.
was at a much better level, but the compressor
We asked for the pressure readings
was very noisy. A new compressor was fitted,
from the AC service gauges with the system
but failed in a very short time after starting up.
switched on and in maximum cooling and the
The technician did not understand that the
fan at speed 3. It was immediately obvious that
compressor did not actually come prefilled with
the pressures were not correct. The High side
refrigerant oil, and only added 10 ml of oil via
pressure had not risen to the expected level and
the refrigerant machine, as he usually did during
the low side pressure had dropped slightly from
a service.
the static pressure.
The first mistake he made was not cleaning
We asked for the thermal expansion valve
the system out after the first compressor was
to be removed and inspected, and instructed
found to be faulty. The contamination from
the technician how to test for the correct
the first compressor, plus lack of lubrication in
operation of the valve. The technician had no

A Pumpe Duese Problem
on a Discovery II

A

recent call to the Helpline concerned a
misfire issue on a Land Rover Discovery
II fitted, with a TD5 engine. The initial scan
revealed a misfire code for cylinder 5, and the
misfire was evident at idle. The first step we
asked the technician for was a compression
test, but recommended a relative test with
the Picoscope to help save some diagnostic
time. The results came back with no apparent
compression issues. The test was performed
across the battery terminals with Pico
Diagnostics and only took 5 minutes to set up.
The next process was to look at the
injector smooth running values on serial data,
another non-intrusive test that would save
valuable time in the diagnosis. You are looking
for injection quantity deviations, both positive
or negative. A reading that is far above or
below other injectors indicates a problem with
that cylinder. The injector on cylinder 5 injector
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the second compressor,
spelled disaster. A
simple lack of training in Tim Stock
the processes involved in
AC diagnostics ended in a costly repair.
We advised the system would require a
complete flush before a new compressor fitting,
and the oil should be added direct to the unit
before fitting.
As a secondary precaution, we suggested
fitting of a compressor guard system, in the
event of any unseen debris was still in the
system.
A simple stainless-steel screen was inserted
into the inlet port of the compressor that
catches any stray debris inside the refrigerant
circuit. This can be removed and cleaned during
subsequent AC service intervals.
This may seem like basic testing processes,
but to gain your Fluorinated gas certification,
before you can work on Vehicle AC systems,
does not always involve any system training on
the repair processes.
The safe handling of Fluorinated gases
is the main focus of the available courses,
and they expect you to continue your training
on up to a system repair level of knowledge.
Unfortunately, this rarely happens and just
The
guys
oncation
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especially
Tim, are very knowledgeable a
enough for
most employers.
usually
provide
a different
A costly
mistake
that could
have beendirection / appr
pattern for my technicians to solve most te
avoided with continued technical training.
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gave reason for
concern, as the
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deviation was
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completely off
range.
As Pumpe
Duese style
injectors are
Extensive wear on the cam lobe caused the engine misfire
both mechanical
to the correct specification for the engine. But
and electrically
when we opened this engine to gain access,
controlled, we need to gain access to the
it became evident the issue with cylinder 5
injector inside the top cover of the engine.
was that the cam lobe for that injector had
These injectors have a mechanical preload
significant wear and required replacement.
setting that can be checked and adjusted to
We have found this level of engine wear
confirm the fault. Pumpe Duese injectors are
on other vehicles fitted with Pumpe Duese style
common on VAG vehicles, and have been
injectors, and it must be noted that a specific
known to be an issue in the past.
grade of engine oil is available for PD engine.
The preload adjustment is a simple process
When this grade of oil is not used, the resulting
of moving the injector into its full depression
wear can cause this failure.
position, and then adjusting the preload screw
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See this and 1,000s more Tech Tips on TechTips.ie

